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Dicsoft DVD to MP4 Converter -  Within a few minutes, your favorite DVD or home made
DVD videos can be converted to MP4 files, or to other file formats, with excellent compression
ration and super high quality . Enjoy the resulting videos on your MP4 player

Dicsoft DVD to MP4 Converter helps you rip and convert DVD to MP4 video format, which is
playable in most portable device (PMP player) such as Archos AV500, Archos AV700, Archos
Gmini402, iriver PMP-100, Creative Zen Vision, etc. It also supports convert popular audio
formats to MP3, AAC, and M4A.

Compared with other mp4 converter software, Dicsoft DVD to MP4 Converter provides
powerful edit functions, such as setting the output settings, cropping and trimming files,
merging several files into one file, etc.

Convert DVD to MP4 converter, VOB to MP4 converter, IFO to MP4
Transfer ANY DVD to MP4 format at one time.

Key Features

Convert DVD to MP4 video

Support all portable player likes Sandisk, Archos, iRiver, Creative Zen Vision, iPod, PSP, etc.

Convert DVD to MP3 audio

Rip DVD to MP4 and extract audio from DVD to MP3, M4A, AAC.

Super Conversion Speed

Support Intel Dual-Core Processor and AMD Athlon 64×2 Dual-Core Processor to provide
you best DVD movie copy speed.

Customized Settings

Cut off the black edges from the video; set the advanced parameters for better effects
including bit rate, frame rate, video size and so on.

Splitting

Rip DVD to some titles and chapters and can choose any title or chapter to convert or merge
the converted files into one.
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Capture Impressive Images

Support photo capturing of the playing video, and save as jpeg, bmp.

Multithreading and batch conversion

Support multithreading and batch conversion to provide up to 400% faster conversion speed
and ease your operation when you need to convert multiple files at the same time.

Create Segment

It supports cut any segment of the DVD into smaller video clips by specifying the beginning
and end time of the conversion;

System Requirements

    Minimum System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/ 2000
RAM : 256M
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above

    Recommended System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/2003/Vista with all latest updates installed
RAM : 512M or higher
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above
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